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AGENDA ITEM 104 (continued)

QUESTION OF KOREA

(a) VlITHDRAUAL OF ALL THE FOREIGN TROOPS STATIONED IN SOUTH KOREA UNDER

THE FLAG OF THE UNITED NATIONS.
(b) URGENT NEED TO IMPLEMENT FULLY THE CONSENSUS OF THE THENTY-EIGHTH SESSION

OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE KOREAN QUESTION AND TO MAINTAIN PEACE AND

SECURITY ON THE KOREAN PENINSULA

(A/9703/Add.1-3, A/9741/Add.1-5 and Corr.l; A/C.l/l048, 1049/Add.l;

A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l, L.677, L.705).

Sir Laurence McINTYRE (Australia): In the year 1971, after more than

two decades of bitter and hostile confrontation, the first 'bentative signs of

reconciliation between the northern and southern halves of Korea appeared with

the announcement that contacts were taking place between the Red Cross

organizations of the two countries. It was this development that first kindled

hopes around the world, hopes, I may say, that Australia still cherishes, that the

RepUblic of Korea and the temocratic People's Republic of Korea would find

themselves tlrawn into continuing and constructive dialogue that could Ultimately

lead them to a se'ctlement of their formidable and long-standing differences of

outlook and approach to each other.

The pace of this dialogue since 1971 has not been as even or as rapid as

we might have hoped. But with all its hesitations and interruptions it has

represented a highly significant and welcome departure from the sterile and

dangerous antagonisms of the previous 20 years. The purpose of all of us here.
must be to encourage it and ~o ensure that anything that we decide upon at this

session of the Assembly will hel'P ahc. not hi:cder the Koreaa 'Peo'P~.e in solv:fng their

owe problems in their 01'Ttl WRY> in thl:dr 0't'.':I: good time.

It was with these considerations in mind that the General Assembly in 1971

and 1972 agreed to postpone the debate on the Korean question. These decisions

reflected the recognition by a majority of Member States that no action should be

taken that might prejudice the tentative contacts which both sections of Korea

had agreed to. The decision in 1971 was fully vindicated in 1~72 by the

pUblication of the Joint Communique issued in both Pyongyang and Seoul on

4 July of that year and by the establishment at governm~nt level of a committee

to co-ordinate contacts between the two sides.
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Since 1972 there have been a number of meetings of the North-South

co-ordinating committee as well as further contact between the two Red Cross

organizations. The evident fact that progress has been slow and difficult can

be said to reflect the high degree of suspicion and mistrust that has remained

and festered on both sides over so w~ny years. Yet the very fact that talks have

taken place at all is to be counted as a significant gain.

So also was the participation last year, for the first time, by the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea in the Ge'c.eral Assembly debate. My

delegation was glad to join in the welcome that was accorded the delegation of

t.he Demooratic People' s Rep~·.b:.ic of Korea at that time, a:nd I Aga:1n 'Welcon:e coth

delegations to the debate this year. We have had a second opportunity at this

session of hearing the representatives of both Governments, and while their

statements in many respe~ts reveal the continuing and wide differences between

them, both have emphasized their dedication to the objective of eventual

reunification of their country, and both have indicated their readiness to reach

this objective peacefully through negotiations and dialogue.

I like to regard this as a hopeful augury, particularly when I recall

that at last yearls twenty-eighth session we reached something of a milestone

in our ccr.~ideration of the Korean question by adopting by consensus a decision

which reaffirmed the principles enunciated in the Joint Communique of July 1972

and dissolved the United Nations Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation

of Korea. The significance of that decision, in the view of my delegation,

rested not merely in the dissolution of a Commission which, through no faUlt of

its own, had not been able to discharge its mandate in full but also in the fact

that both Korean deleg~tions, by accepting a consensus, indicated a spirit of

compromise.

If I have dwelt at length on the recent history of this item and on

recent developments in relations between the two Koreas, I have done so for a

purpose. Too often we have tended to look back over tte events of the pARt

in the manner of a post-lUortem and to apportion blame to one side or the other,

often with a lot of unnecessary acrimony. My intention today has been to

shift that focus, to emphasize the movement that has taken place in relations

between the two halves of the peninsula and their common desire to work towards

the goal of national reunification.
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It has accordingly been heartening this year to observe that,with some

notable exception~ the debate in this Committee has generally been more moderate

:t~ tone a:r.d reo:re conci2.iatory in a:ppl'oach in contraAt to the in-t.l'ar.:;igi~J.:"'J

and uncompromising stances of the past in support 01 one side or the other,

which can only have helped to polarize attitudes and harden positions and

worsen the climate for a settlement among and between the Koreans themselves.

This brings me to the present debate and Australia's views on its

substance. As we see it, our discussion concerns three interrelated issues

the future of the United Nations Command, stability and peace in the Korean

peninsula, an1 the maintenance of the current dialogue between the two Koreas.

The Unite~ Nations Command, through its continued presence and authority

in Korea since the Armistice was signed in 1953, has contributed in full

measure to the preservation of peace in Korea. Of this there can be no doubt.
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It is this undeniable fact that we must take into account when considering

the future of the remaining elements of the United Nations presence in the Republic

of Korea. It appears to my delegation that both sides are agreed that it would

now be timely to begin to consider the dissolution of the United Nations Command.

But the difficulties that ap:r;:ear to hinder rational and constructive study of the

question are perhaps threefold, and I should like to comreent briefly on each of

them.

The first relates to the belief that all foreign forces in Korea are ",!ere

under the flag of the United Nations. ~'he Chairman of the delegation of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea has indicated that to argue otherwise is to

engage in sophistry. But it is a fact, as my delegation t:r.Q.F.:,1AtanQEt it, that the

majority of United States forces in Korea are there under the auspices of the

mutual defence pact concluded between the Republic of Korea and the UnitE~d States

in 1953 and ratified and brought into effect a year later. We must surely

recognize the right of a sovereign gov~~ment to invite another country to

eBtabl~sh bases and force$ within its territory, and the Republic of Korea has....
exercised that right. The existence of these bases and forces is surely a

matter between the United States and South Korea and is not, as we see it, one

which it is w'ithin the com:r;:etence of the United Nations to "paps judgement upon.

The second dif'ficulty relates to the need to ensure that the maintenance

of the R~'m:i.Flt1.c!e machinery, or an acceptable alter:cative to it, is agreed upon

before the United Nations Command, which was a signatory to the Annistice

Agreement, is done away with. We cannot overstress the important role that that

Agreement and the: :nar::1'.ine!ry esta'blished by it l:ave played in the maintenance

of peace and security in the peninsula for the past 20 years. I recall the

statement by the Foreign Minister of the Republic of Korea on 29 November, when

he said that in the absence of a successor arrangement the dissolution of the

United Nations Command would result in the removal of a vital party to the

Armistice Agreement, could lead to a serious disruption of the armistice, and

would have a brave impact on peace and security in the area.

Thirdly, we appreciate that there are misgivings in some quarters ,about the

prospect of the question of the Uhited Nations Comnand coming before the Security

Council. If there eXists, as we :r;:erceive there does, a Willingness on the part
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of both sides to reach agreement on the dissolution of the United Nations Command,
we are confident that sensitivities on both sides could be taken fully into

account and that a mutually satisfactory arrangement for the future of the

United Nations Corr~and could be obtained, given good will on all sides.

That brings me to the two draft resolutions now before the Committee.

It had. been OI.1.r hope that th:i.s Committee would not have been faced with

the necessity of voting on two competing resolutions. We had hoped, as I think

other n:embers :.'fl.d, that a compromise could hav'e been reached which would have

built on the consensus reached last year ~nd avoided a possible confrontation

in this Committee. In the absence of such an agreement, my delegation will vote

in favour of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l, which we

consider offers the best prospect of making a ~osi~ive c0ntricution to a

satisfactory and peaceful solution of the Korean problem.

I should like to conclude by recalling the remarks made about the Korean

situation by the Australi~n !oreign Minister, senator Willesee, in the course

of his statement in the general debate earlier in this session:

lIThere are today two goye:::".r.n:e::;c.t::l in Korea, the Republic of Korea which

exercises authority south of a border running roughly along the

38th parallel, and the Democratic People rs Republic of Korea which

exercises authority north of that border. The Australian Government has

had close and friendly relations with the Government of the Republic of

Korea since its inception. Those c:ose and ,friendly relations continue,

and will continue. ~his year the Australian Government also established

relations With the Democratic. l?eople' s Republic of Korea and hopes these

will develop further. Australia believes that any realistic approach to

the future of the whole of Korea has to proceed from a recognition that two

separate entities at present eXist, each being the lawful Government

of that part of Korea where at present it exercises effective control.

~ce unification of Korea should be achieved peacefully by agreement among

the peoples of the whole of Korea themselves. There must be no resort to

force to achieve it. Fending unification by peaceful means, the realistic

course, and the just course, is for other countries to recognize and deal with

each of the two governments in Korea as the Government of tha.t part of the

country which iJ.j at present administers. N-::>r"th anJ. South Korea are both
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members of a number of United Nations specialized agencies. They should

both be members of the United Nations itself. If they were, it may "De that

an atmosphere would result in which agreement on some matters related to

Korean questions as a whole could be more easily and more amicably arrived

at than in the present climate of mistrust and acrimony. I! (A/pV4;~~259,

pp. 41..42)

~~•. r~E~p.~~~J~TCE~ (p.yp.lorussiF.n S07iet Socialist P.epublic)

(inte~retation from RURsian): In submitti:cg, alc:r.e; with the otter socielist countries

and a large num::er of non-aligned cou.ntries, the item e'ntitled '1'iitbdrav;al of ill

foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the flag of the United Nations"

for consideration by this twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly, the

Byelorussian Sovie t Socialist Republic was endeavouring to ensure that at the

present session of the meneral Assembly a decisive step would be taken towards

the final elimination of foreign interference in the affairs of the Korean people

and that favourable conditions would be created for the peaceful and

democratic unification of Korea. Snch a decision by the General Assembly has

long been awaited by the Korean people and is awaited by the freedom-loving

pecples of the whole world. The adoption of a principled and fair decision

along those lines has been sought by the socialist countries, including the

Bye:.o:l.'uss1an Soviet Socialist Republic, from the very beginning of the discussion

of the question of Korea in the Uhited Nations. Today that position, which is

that of all the socialist states, is supported by a l~rge group of non-aligned

countries.
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MY delegation notes with satisfaction that with each passing year an

increasing number of States support the just struggle of the Korean people

for the peaceful, democratic reunification of their country, and that the

ranks of those who support the shameful policy of discrimination in the

United Nations vis-a-vis the Korean people, pursued by States which started

the aggressive war in Korea, are growing ever thinner. We are convinced that

the just cause of the freedom-loving Korean people and of the peace-loving

forces that side with it will soon triumph.

The first step has already been taken in J;r ~ s directiou. At its sessien

last year, the General Assembly unanimously adopted a ,decision concerning

the immediate dissolution of the so-called United Nations Commission for

the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea, which was used for many years

by the imperialist forces to interfere in the internal affairs of the

Korean people and to protect their own aggressive plans in the Korean peninsula.

We regard this as a sign of the favourable influence exercised by the growing

and deepening process of detente and as a result of the che,nging balance of

power in the international 1: ~"pr:a, including in the United Natior.s, towards

the forces of peace, socialism and progress.

As is known, in that same decision the General Assembly expressed the

hope that the North and the South of Korea would endeavour to continue their

dialogue and to expand their IT~ny;sided exchanges and attempt to work in

the spirit of the principles contained in the North-South Joint Ccrrmunique

of 4 July 1972 '~J speed the independent and peaceful reunification of the

country. ---During the time that has elapsed since the last session of the General

Assembly, the Government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea has,

in accordance with the above-mentioned General Assembly decision, taken a

number of new measures to give effect to the North-South joint statement

and to activate the talks between the two ~artB of Korea With a view

to the earliest reunification of the country.
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The numerous proposals put forward by the Democratic People's Republic of

Korea would, if they had been implemented, have considerably eased the situation

in the Korean peninsula, would have improved relations between the North and

the South and would hav~ paved the way for further measures towards the

earliest reunification of Korea by peaceful means. And those proposals

did in fact receive a lively response in the south of the country. Distinguished

political figures in South Korea, members of the religious community and

representatives of broad strata of the population ever more actively called

for an extension of contacts with the North and the withdraw1 of foreign

troops, as well as an end to all foreign interference in Korea's affairs

and the earliest reunification of the country.

However, despite the growing movement of the people of South Korea

towa.'·"1S reunification, southern Korean authorities have rejected the various

initiatives taken by the Derrocratic leople's Repuclic of Korea and

have demonstrated their reluctance to act in accordance with the decisions

of the twenty-eighth session of the General Assembly. They have again

indicated that they do not aspire to the reunification of the Korean people

into a Single peace-loving State. ~e Seoul rBgime has made use of the

negotiations with the Democratic People's Republic of Korea as a cover for

its policy aimed at perpetuating the division of the country, a policy

that is in radical opposition to tte interests of Kore~ and the Korean people.

~is can also be seen in the statement made by the South Korean representative

in the First Committee. Indeed~ he even d~clined to speak as had been agreed

in an earlier meeting. 'Clearly the South Korean representative had no

argument to refute the construci;.i·ve proposals put forward by the representative

of the ~emocratic People's Republic of Korea.

What, then, is the reason for this abnormal situation? It is no secret

that the roots of the present abnormal situation go back to foreiga

interference in the affairo of Korea and the presence in the country of

foreign troops, that is to say, United States troops -- the main reason for

the division of Korea and represents the main obstacle to the peaceful

reunification of the Korean people. Those troops illegally style themselves
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"United Nations troopsll and their Command, similarly illegally, is kno-wn

as the "United Nations Comrra nd".

To justify their cccupation of South Korea they take cover

behind the decision of the Security Council, which was illegal because it was

taken in the absence of two permanent members of that body. Under the United

Nations Charter, as everyone knows, any forces established by the United

Nations are sUbject to the Security Council and accountable to it. However,

nobody can give even a single examp~e indicating that there is any practical

connexion of any kind between those troops which are occupying South Korea

and the United Nations. This is more than convincingly demonstrated in

the information provided to us here in the Corr.rr.i ttee t~· the Cr.i tcd I~e::'ior.s

Se~rE:tE.riat. :t ir :lcc.r :':'cm :hl:\t ir.forrr.E.ticn -:1':£ t to 1:.11 ir.ter.ts c.l1d pur:;;foses the

lir.k ~s c~r.fi~~d to the fact that ex post fa~to the Unite1 Nations was notified

ttat tt~ D~ited 8tatea ccmrr.andsrR of those troops had been chanBed. W~ have been

told that since 1970 no information at all has been forthcoming.

Representatives might recall that durir.g the 1968 session of the General

Assembly, in response to a question by the representative of Hungary here

in the First Committee, the Secretariat provided a similar reply: that

for many years there had been no reports at all from the so-called United

Nations forces. They are indeed strange "United Nations forces" in South

Korea. They eXist, but nothing further is known about them. What is known

is that the foreign troops at present in South Korea under the United

Nations flag are used to carry out plans that have nothi~g in common

either with the tasks of preserving and strengthening peace in the Korean

peninsula or with the interests of the Korean ~eople themselves.

The presence of foreign troops in South Korea :s eSEF~tial~y tte ~£:n E~IPort

of those who rule in Seoul and who stubbornly refuse a just, peaceful solution

to the problem, of Korea in the interests of the whole Korean people. With

foreign assistance, a vast military and police apparatus has been set up in

South Korea, the militarization of the economy proceeds apace, and the

700,000-strong army of South Korea is being modernized.
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there is corruption, and most of

The most elementary democratic

Opponents of the existing

Terror and violence prevail in the country,

the inhabitants live in poverty and hunger.

rights and freedoms are trampled under foot.

regime are persecuted.

The serious situation in South Korea has even aroused concern in the

United states. MOlle and more United state s politicians, including

Congressmen, are calling for an end to the assistance and support to the

Park Chun Hee regime, for an end to P.merican interferen']e in Korea and for

the withdrawal of P.merican troops from South Korea. As was stressed in

The New York Times on 28 August, they are expressing the apprehension that:

liThe United states might be involved in a war which would not be

in its interests. ll

It might be a good idea for those who favour the maintenance of the

troops to heed this pronouncement. The provocative policy of Seoul might

serve as the spark which could Fltal't a f:'re and npset the shaky peace in the

Korean peninsula.

The presence of foreign troops in the South of Korea is indeed a

dangerous source of tension in the region. The withdrawal of foreign troops

from SOuth Korea is today an urgent requirement. There is neither legal nor

moral justification for the continuing interference of those troops in the

affairs of the Korean people. Their presence in South Korea is contrary to

the Armistice Agreement in Korea which provides for the w~thdrawal of all

foreign troops from Korea after its conclusion. As is known, in the North of

Korea, in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, there have long since

been no for~igr. troops.

The presence of foreign troops in South Korea was deprived of foundation

also in the light of the Joint Communique by the North and South on

4 JUly 1972, in which both parties agreed on the following principles

concerning the reunification of the country: the principle of independence

without support from external force; the principle of peaceful reunification

Without the use of arms; and the principle of national unity. As is known,

those principles, approved by the General AssemQLy at its session last year,

represent a basis on which talks were to be undertaken between North and South.
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However, any talks and any contacts between the two parts of Korea with a view
to the country's unification will be doomed to failure until the foreign troops

occupying South Korea under the United Nations flag are withdrawn, for that is

the main reason for the forcible division of Korea and the principal impediment

to the countryls unification.

Detailed statements have already twice been made by the Vice-Minister

fo~ Foreign Affairs and head of the delegation of the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea, Comrade Li Jong Mok. His statements have drawn an

impressive picture of the major efforts undertaken by the Government of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea and personally by Comrade Kim Il Sung,

consistent with the solut ion of the whole complex of problems which would lead

in tte final analysis to the peaceful unification of the country and

satisfaction of the national aspirations of the Korean people.

Certain well-known proposals put forward by the Democratic Peoplels

Republic of Korea, incl~ding a five-point proposal and a whole set of other

proposal~are aimed at this noble objective by peaceful means. They are

all aimed at the same purpose, to bring about the peaceful rolution of the

problem in the interests of the whole Korean people. The Sov.i. et people

warmly support the programme of the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea,

which is aimed at the peaceful democratic unification of the country.

However, the opponent s of this EO lution advance various argument s in

an a·\~tFlm.;')t to jn~t ify the maintenance of foreign troolJs in South Korea, and

everything has been set in motion. Varioll.s contrived and mendacious statements

are put forward that distort the nature of the foreign policy of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea. What are we to make of the remarks

cor.cerning the pUJ'ported threat from the North although, as has been convincingly

demonstrated b~ the head of the delegation of the Democratic Peoplels Republic

of Korea, if we are to speak of a threat at all, then it is from the southern

forces and the foreign troops that this threat emanates, since they

considerably outnum'ber tbe !,Tr:rth Korear. forces. PFlrhal?i1 thi.f3

mythical threat stems rather from the prop.:"Jsals of the Democrat ic People's

Republic of Korea of 25 March 1974, proposals for the conclusion of a peace

agreement between the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the United

State s. But opponerv:s of a troop withdrawal prefer to be silent about this.
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It was even suggested that the balance of power is being upset and that

peace will collapse in the peninsula if the foreign troops present there

under the United Nations flag should be withdrawn. But there is no balance

of power in fact" and any concern displayed to this effect is art j ftcial.

~nyone who really want s to bring thi s about would have ilT.ITF:O i ate 1y to acce lit

the proposal ot the Democratic People's Republic of Korea for a cut

in the arn:ed forces of North and Eouth to 1,,000.

Bome have even had recourse to the complex and sophistic a:r.'II~:"1nt that

the foreign troops that are present in South Korea under the United Natiots

flag have now changed their nature. But everyone knows that the Western

countries have for rr,<:.re than 20 years attempted to prove to everyone that the

troops in South Korea are Cnitp.d Nations troops. Now the representatives of

those same countries" in their attempts to justify the presence there of

foreign troops" are trying to demonstrate the opposite, referring to various

bilateral agreement s between South Korea and the United state s. It has

already been rightly pointed out that the thrust of those manoeuvres is to

resist the withdrawal of foreign troops present in Eouth Korea under the
I

United Nations flag" and this cannot mislead anyone.

Our delegation considers that the draft resolution in document

A/e .1/L.677" submitted by 38 delegat ions,," nclud ing our own" is in keeping
with this important and urgent task. It is brief and clear-cut. It stresses

the necessity:

" ••• to withdraw all the foreign troops stRtioned in South Korea under

the flag of the United Nations"

and it:

"Expresses its confidence that the parties directly concerned will

take appropriate steps for the solution of the questions related to the

withdrawal of all the foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the

flag of ·the United Nations."
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In our opinion, the adoption and implementation of this draft resolution

would be fully in keeping with the interests of the entire Korean people

an~ with the. interests of the strengthening of peace and security in

the Far East. Sinrr· a decision would create the necessary conditions

in which the people of Korea could themselves n~~iuc their own destiny

without any interference from abrc~d, ttlic is the only possible solution

to a problem that has been on the agenda of the General Assembly for
more than a decad~, and we consider that it is the moral duty of anyone

who cares about the principles of freedom and indepen~ence and the interests

of peace and security ~o support this draft resolution.

The quusti,.ll of the withdrawal of all foreign troops stationed in

South Korea un6.er the flag of the Dnited Nati ons is the main fundamental

questiop under discussion in this Committee, and everyone should bear this

in mind.

The~lIJ:,AI~ C.ommittee has before it another draft resolution, that in.

document .A/C.l/L.676/Re'.1. In the view of our delcgat~Jn, thir is nothing

more nor less than an attempt to freeze the present state of affairs in

South Korea, to maintain the foreigl troops present there and to continue

the foreign interference in the affairs of the Korean people -- all of which

is contrary to the interests of the Korean people and can serve only to

~event a pF.ac~ful reunification of the country.

We are living in a new era, one in which considerable. progress has

been made towards the :,·<~.p..:r.a-::'cr. of international tensions. The ongoing

processes furthering a Atatc of detente are making it more and mere

:'l':::evers:.b:e in nature. But ~hore is need for stubborn political struggle

to overco~~ the resistance of those forces which, by their v~ry nature, are

agg:::essivp • We are forc!3d to not,e that there is still a lopsided approach

to various aspects of the problem. It is the deep convietion of my

delegation that, in the broad-based struggle for peace, of no less importance

are the issues now under discussion, such as the question of the

wi thdrawal of all foreign troops stationed :in South Korea under the flag

of the United j,\'atiens. The adopti(;>n of a decision, in teat regard, 1ie are

convinced, will help to remove the obstacles in the way of a peaceful

reunification of Korea and to eliminate a hotbed of tension in tpe Far East,
•

which, in turn, will help to strengthen world peace and security.
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l'Ia-. KELMTI (Syrian ,Arab Republic) (interpretation frGlli .l\rabic):

MY congratulations to yeu, Yx. Chairman, on your election as Chairman of

this Ccmmittee are very late indeed, but they are all the warmer a.s they

are strengthen~d by the experience and the facts. You have conducted the

work of this ~ommitt,ee with great intelligence and sincerity, l{itt wisdom

and neutrality. Your wisdom, your patience and your firmness have been

for us a source of appreciatioll and admiration for you, as a Che.irman

of whom we are proud and as the representative of a friendly ccuntry, Argentina.

I wish first of 0,11 to welcome the delegation of the Demou ..:'aJ
, ",c People's

Republic of Korea, headed by the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairo,

Mr. Li Jong Mok, and to wish him every success in the performs,nce of his

task, which aims at peace and the reunification of his divided c~lntry,

and alleviation of the sufferings of his people.

When the General Assembly concluded its last session, the delE~gations

returned to their countries filled with the hope that an era of fruitful

dialogue would be initiated between the two parts of Korea, the North and

the South. That hope was the result of the consensus that was adopted

by the Assembly and accepted by the two Korean delegations. However,

:~n entire year has passed and the dialogue has not yet started. Instead

of the spread of detente and the indicatiots of a peaceful era that could

be enjoyed by the people of Korea after the sUfferings that they have

undergone for a quarter of a century, we find the tensions increasing and

the Korean people further and further frcm peace, with the drums of wa.r

~nd crisis being heard thrcughout the Korean peninsula.

Is it not right for us to ask what the reason is for this setback, for

~his atmosphere filled with explosive and dangerous possibilities? If, in an

..ttempt to find an answer to this question, we analyse the causes ani results,

then we must take into acceunt certain facts and events that will lil~t

our path to the correct answer.

Perhaps the first of these truths can be found in the North-Sou1ih

Joint Communique of 4 July 1972, which enunciated the principles for the

reunification of Korea: an independent reunification, without recourse to

cutside force or interference, achieved through peaceful means with neither

of the parties resorting to the use of force against the other, and 011 a

basis of national unity.
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The first conclusion we can draw from the Joint Communique issued by

the responsible authorities of the two parts of Korea, of their own free

will and by virtue of the identity of the historical and geographical motives

of the two peoples is that we are dealing with a sing~e nation, a Korean

ration, with a single homeland, the Korean homeland; with one history, ODe

heritage and one fate, the history, heritage and fate of the Korean people.

The second conclusion is that the two parties have agree.d to terminate

all foreign presence throughout the entire Korean homeland and to reject

all foreign interference, whatever its source or the reasons for it may be.

These provisions apply to the responsible authorities in both parts of the

Korean homeland and do not permit either of them to accept any foreign

presence, military or otherwise, on its territory, or any foreign interference.

The third conclusion is represented in the means whereby the reunification

would take place, namely peaceful means. This rejects and excludes any

possibility that the Korean territory should serve as the base for a huge

army or a~ the location of gigantic arsenals of modern and varied types

of weapons.

The fourth conclusipn is that the democratic process laid down in the

Joint Communique for achieving its aims is one of national unity.
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The second fact can oe found in the attitude adopted by the Democratic

People's Republic of Korea, which is an attitude emanating from the Joint

Communique to which it is committed and which sets up technical and practical

solutions for its implementation. This attitude is represented in the five

points that were stated by the great leader, Kim Il Sung, in June 1973, which

provide for the elimination of military confrontation, the easing of tensions

between North and South, the achievement of co-operation and exchange in all

for~E, the convening of a national congress representing national unity and the

setting up of a union or federation which joins the two halves of the country.

On the other hand, we find in the south a regime based on foreign support only,

and particularly United States military and financial support. This regime

militarizes the people and gears them for battle, mobilizing them while aiming at

provocation, and artificially creates events ill order to bring about an

atmosphere of threat of war Whereby to justify its policy of oppression used to

maintain its rule. It speeds up the mobilization of its forces and increases.

their size and their armaments, until with their reserves they have reached

.2.5 million soldiers. The United states gave them aid of $1,500 million in order

to ~~-date and modernize this army and equip it with the latest weapons.

In order to create an atmosphere of enmity and war, the leader of the Seoul

regime stated in January of this year that his country was living in a state of

semi-war. Only six months later, in July of this year, this leader escalated the

state of semi-war to turn it into a state of war and ordered his army to complete

its preparations for war and to enter into a state of total mobilization. The

Seoul regime created this artificial atmosphere out of provocation, mobilization

and preparation for war, in order to obstruct the implementation of the consensus

opinion that was issued by the General Assembly at its last session and to impede

the in~lementation of the Joint Communique and in order to reject the proposals

made by the North.

We have a question to ask. Why does the Seoul regime do all this and from

where does it derive the strength to defy the will of the United Nations and to

create tension in the area, to raise the spectre of a threatening war, when we

have seen this very same regime knock at the door of the United Nations asking for
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membership therein as a peace-loving State? The answer to this question will be

included in what I have to say today, because I would like to speak of the truth,

which is a proposal that was made by the North to sign a peace agreement to take

the place of the Armistice Agreewent, on the basis of non-invasion, non-aggression

and non-interference, which aims at placing the Korean peninsula outside the

frarrework of .confrontation and which would create the necessary atmosphere for the

start of unification of the two parts of the country. T~'is serious, reasonable

proposal could be the framework within which to have peaceful unification through

peaceful means and to contribute to achieving detente and maintaining peace and

cecurity in Asia. However, the fate of this proposal was to be ignored, as

happened with all other constructive attempts which the North had continued to

make in an effort to unify the country and to strengthen the foundations of peace

and security there.

We return now to the questions which I raised at the beginning of my address,

to find the reasons behind this explosive situation which was described by the

leader of Seoul as a state of war. Perhars the most obvious reason for this is

the inclusion of the southern part of Korea in the military st~ategy of the United

States in east Asia. This sheds light on the entire question and explains to us

why the United States would like to hold on to the flag of the United Nations, to

hide behind it in order t~ use it as a cover which would prevent criticism,and

~hereby it could maintain its strategic interests in the area and keep in southern

Korea a large military base for its forces, irrespective of the interests of the

Korean people and their desire to unify the two parts of the country and to

establish peace and security in tqeir country. In order to maintain and prese~ve

its interests, it prevents the unity of a single people and sets up in Seoul an

Asian fascist regime which it equips with arms. It mobilizes the people for its

own purposes and urges the Seoul regime to defiance of the United Nations and to

provocation and to announcing a state of semi-war followed by a state of war. The

victim of this imperialist game is the Korean people alone, who live their

sufferings, who live this d~vision, who have lived this for the past quarter of a

century and continue to do so in a state of tension and war.
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In order to put an end to this tragedy and in order to implemer.t. the

principles of thp. :n~artet' tt is lleeessary that all the forei.gn forcefJ t,;,nder tte

flag of the United Nations should withdraw from southern Korea. The presence

of thes€ forCAS is n viola~jicr. of the Charter of the Cni-:ed Nations) the

principles of international law, the desire of the Koreen people in both

parts of the country,.·· and the Armis-:ice Agree~ent. Th-::ir presence represents.
very ~learly and without doubt an outside interference and a form of pressure

on the !~orean people and its authorities in the Svuth, which prevents them from

practising their legitimate right to establish na'Lional unity through

peaceful means and without any outs:de interference. It also prevents these

people from practising their right to have democratic elections and from creating

a democratic atmosphere in which all the groups and parties would exercise

their freedom of expression and of ~eeting ar.d otter ~spec-:s of derr.ocr~cy.
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The presence of these forces infringes upon the principle of sovereignty

and non-interference in the internal affairs of States and the stipulation of

the Armistice Agreement w~ich affirms the necessity for the withdrawal of all

foreign forces from Korea. The presence of those forces is contrary to

the will of the Korean people in the two parts of the country.

If we con~ider the Joint Communique of 4 July 1972 as expressive of

the will and determination of the people, we find that i:s thrt-:c pr:'l:~:'_ph'F

sta-:c ttat l~nif:'caticn sl:a~l -:e.ke place id~t.cut l'ecCt:l:se to exteTl1F!-

force or cut3ic:t: interference, that unification shall Ct':: I-'.c:::'~·;ell. ~dthGt:.t

resort to arms and that it is necessary to achieve national unity.

The presence of those fOl'ces constitutes an external force and crt~'·.'1t

interference.. :::t is a w~c.];:cn :.:.-. -:1.e tan<~.::.: of cr.e ef tte ];:p.xti'::8 and c:.::'n;ed

at -:1'.1" o-:l':t?r. It is e.l1 irr.pE:di:rr:ent to tl:f- a~l' it=>-rereent L.f r:aticl:Rl

unity. The presence of those foreign forces, therefore, is ~~~t~8ry to the

will of the entire Korean people, both in the South and in the North.

The United Nations has never stood against the desire of the rp.\f:~~

of the world whc -I;~rt:: fcrct:::~ to 1:e Ci\-idE:d F,l.'; whc t:~,.;..k La~:i.7"ir.:e.-:icr:

through peaceful and democratic means -- who seek the unification of their

territory, their homeland, after it had been divided into two parts as a

result of e~raordinary circumstances whose causes and reasons have long

since passed.

The report presented by the representative of the Secretary-General

tw~ d~s ago included information according to which we understand that

the f~ag of the United Nations is being used in South Kcrea as a cover

for the forces of one of the Member States and tha~, those forces receive

their orders from the capital ,of that Member State. I do not think that

this needs any further comment. i'lhat vie r8-iUest is 'tt.tl.t ttat fleB ,::;}:oL:l;i not

cover the forces of one country only, ar~d tr.e.t i~ sr.c'..:ld rett:l·~. tn ita r.p.e.dqu.arter.

in respect for this international Organization and its Charter and 'P·il:~::'1=:_··t:.

We also request that the forces of that country should withdraw from Korea

and permit the Korean pepple to implement its desire and will to determine

its own intE'rnal affairs.
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In view of these remarks, the delegatiop of, my country has decided to

sponsor the draft resolution in docl.lreent A/C.l/L.677, 1'lhich is based on the

principle of self..determinatiop and the principle of r:.er_--:'r:tFrver:ticn in

the internal affairs of others, and on the necessity to create the

circumstances and conditions needed fer tte peaceful ~r:.u indeper:.dent unification

of the country as well as to preserve the reputation of the United Nations.

It is a draft resolution that would open the road clearly and easily to

implementing the wi~l of the Gor-oral Assembly as reflected in its consensus

of the last session.

Th~ delegation of my country hopes that this draft resolution will be

adopted.

'I'he CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the represer:.tl:.tive

of the Syrian Arab Republic for his very friendly references to my country and

to me.

Mr. vlALDRON-RAMSEY (Barbados): Mr. Chairrr.an, it has ~allen to your

reaponsibility this year to preside over the debate on the question of Korea.

Permit me to place on record publicly the gratification of my delegation at

the very efficient and masterly manner with which you are discharging yo~

functions as Chairman of this Ccmmitte~ on Political and security Affairs.

The representative of Liberia, Mr. r.cs~u-Jor.nscn) out ef ttF

abundance of his vast experience and k'l.,ledge of these matters, made such a

brilliant and comprehensive state~er.t yesterday that he ,\ould appear to tave

completely anticipated my delegation, almost to the point ef precision.

But this dees not surprise the delegation of Barbados, as. presently constituted.

For those of us who have sat at the proverbial feet of Mr. Bos~Ju-Jchnsen

for tte l,ast 15 years at tte many conferences he attended on the African

continent, or read his writings or attended the Afro-;'sian Solidarity

Conferences or the Bandung Conferences, or at the United Nations itself in the

last decade and a half, cannot, fail to recognize the platform of erudite

authority frem vlhich he speaks. His authority in these -matters is informed by

the vast experience and cultivated wisdom which he has garnered over the years
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of, his vast schola;r,ship and teac1:ing. 'Ihe Liberian position 'WaR ably put by

Mr. Dosumu-J<..:1 tl8C11. If therefore, the delegation of Barbados ventures to

intervene at this stage, it does so in order to lend weight and support to some

of, the constitutional and pol~~ical arguments so eruditely advanced by

Mr. Dcsumu-J61:r.son of Liberia.

In ~his debate on the question of Korea, it must be remembereo. th,at there

are two aspects both to the title of the item and to its substance: 1. the

withdrawal of al~ foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the flag of the

United Nations;?. tte urgent need to implement fully tee cor-sensus

of the twenty-eight session of the General Assembly on the, Korean question,

and to maintain peace and security on the Korean peninsula. It is important,

that this Ccn:mittee remember that there are two formal elements in this item.

For both the representative of North Korea,who has spoken in this debate, and some

of our colleagues in the Ccmmittee, have addressed themselves to only one.
element of the iS,sue -- that is, the removal of United Nations troops from the

Republic of Korea.

In this debate, in the submission of Barbados, we must 'pay at least equal

weight to the consensus agreement of last year and to the maintenance of peace

• and security on the Korean peninsula. Indeed we go further and argue that

greater weight should be paid to the maintenance of peace and security in

Korea, and the methcd0logy of peaceful dialogue between the two Governments

on the Korean peninsula. We shall proceed to defend this postulation.
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There are two Governn:ents in the I:orean peninsulA.. There is the Government

of the Republic of Korea in South Korea. There is the Government of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea in North Korea. There are two separate

States, as Germany is divided today into two separate states, with two separate

Governn:ents. Because of the history of their relations over the last 27 years,

an almost un1:rj ibea1:'~ c gulf of distrust has grown up between the two Governments

and the two peoples. We have tested the verity of this assertion not c'!lly by

what we learn of the actions between the two nations in Ritu in the peninsula; but

a2.so 'by the OI;PO:!.'tu:1it.y v~e }1a'\e hac. to ('''c~erve them i'c. :nic::!:ocos.n tere at 'the

United Nations. Since the two observer delegations are composed of Koreans

and we presume that they are broi.·he)"r:; -- we have been careful to observe

very keenly to see if they would, at any time in the J.o~l:1GeR or elsewhere at

Headquarters, make physical contact and talk to each other. We have been looking

for a Ri[;(l~ a public demonstration, of genuine effort to bring about peaceful

unification. We must confess that we see none. It seems to me that if they

refuse to greet .each other here because of the deep-seated.mistrust between

them, surely it must be even more difficult for them to embrace each other at

home, in their separate national entities. My delegation must recognize, of

course, that there have been efforts to 'r~'~ igt:: this chasm and so, t'res·:.n:.A.b:y:

an effort has b-:ecJ vA.de to build un\:el'grC't:!'.c. tun::els of :ove :"l'om Nor~h Korea to

South Korea. But we must confess that we would prefer to see, in these days of

open love;..rraking And ~i1:El:·c.tic'r.) such Korean amorous embraces performed in public

View, on bridges over troubled waters.

My del:g~tioc~ the delegation of Barbados, submits that this Assembly must

principally concern itself with the development of the consensus agreement it

unanimously agreed upon last year. What has happened since it was passed?

Have the parties, North and South Korea, been meeting and pursuing the dialogue?

Have they expanded the possibilities for many-sided exchanges and co-operation,

in an effort to r)~ve the Korean question? Has any progress been made in the

Red Cross talks in an effort to reunite Korean families? What really is the

state of plp"y?
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My delegation respectfully submits that ~his is the only area of clear

constitutional competence for the General Assembly. ~uite a few of our

colleagues have been addressing themselves only to the question of the removal

of all foreign troops from South Korea under the United Nations flag. I shall

return to this constitutional point later. But permit me to state here, even now,

that this General Assembly has no constitutional power whatsoever to remove any

troops from South Korea, from Argentina, frcm the United Kirtgdom, from the

Maldive Islands, from China, frpm Gambia or from the Middle East. The General

Assembly has no such competence. As far as United Nations troops are concerned,

the General Assembly may recommend to the Security Council that Uhited Nations

troops should be removed from a particular place or places. But the General

Assembly cannot, and I repeat c~nnot, by a resolution remove troops from

anywhere. Just as the General Assembly c~nnot, by a resolution, admit or expel

a State from the United Nations. The Char.ter states very clearly the role which

must be played by the Security Council in these matters. And until and unless we

review and revise the Cha:rter, there is no way we can circumvent this

constitutional impediment. As Mr. Dosumu-Johnson of Liberia was careful to point

out yesterday, the United Nations is founded on laws a'nd works by clearly defined

and promulgated laws. And as tr..e quotation made by Mr. Dosumu..Johnson 'has it,

"••• law floats in a sea of ethics'" (A/C.l/PV.2036, p. 56). Nor can the General

Assembly, by a resolution, tell a State that it must remove troops ef another

State which are legally on the territory by virtue of a bilateral mutual defence

treaty. lJ:be General Assembly has its numbers, of course, but it also has its

limitations. We cannot by a resolution make a black man white nor a white man

black because we decide to do so by our votes in this chamber. The founding

fathers at San Francisco were conscious of their responsibilities when they

defined the provinces of constitutional competence of the General Assembly and

and the Security Council.

But what of the consensus we reached last year in this self-same room,.
on this self-same Korean question? Was the dialogue continued by the two States,

North and South Korea? Were the many-sided exchanges and co-operation for peacefu

settlement extended? This is the proper jurisdictional line of inquiry, as we

understand it, for this Committee, the main Committee of the General Assembly.

As we understand it,a South-North co-ordinating committee was established as

the formal channel of dialogue under the aegis of the South-North Joint Communique
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of 4 July 1972. By August 1973, the Co-ordinating Committee had met three times

in Seoul and in Pyongyang on an a~.ter!la.tive basis. As 'for the S:m.th~·N.J:-;th Red

Cross Conference, seven full-fledged meetings were held between August 1972
and August 1973. .

The international community breathed a sigh of relief when it heard that

the se talks were taking place. For we felt then, as we do now, that some

progress could have been made, at least in the h~~A!litRriandomain, in tracing

dispersed families, in ;,rrang::'ng for reverse visits and the eve.nt'Jal reu'nion of

families. This, with careful nurture, could lead eventually to the peaceful

reunification and. reJ::.ab:.J.:"tation ef the entire ,Korean people. It would be

reasonable to expect that, in time, greater Tcr.nY-Rio.ed ncntaL·.~S in the ("l~: +.11.r.'Fl,

economic, social and even the sports fields would have been arranged between the

two sides; that they would have postponed for a more felicitous season the

more complicated political and 'C11:i.l:'tary questions.
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My delegation was somewhat disappointed and distressed to learn from the

Foreign Minister of the Republic of Korea, Mr. Dong-Jo Kim, when he addressed

our Committee last Friday and recounted the history of the dialogue which the

Assembly encournged in it s consensus last year} that rather than follo'Vl this

easy, practical way, as a first step, the North Koreans demanded that they

settle military and political questions before all other issues. vle found this

very disappointing indeed. The Foreign Minister, Mr. Kim, went on to say in

his statement:

"They demand that we abrogate our national security laws. They even

demand the withdrawal of the United Nations forces from the Republic

of Korea, as a precondition for continuation of the dialogue". (2031st

meeting, p. 11)

If one may say so, this would not seem to be the attitude of a Government

that has a genuine desire to reunite families and bring about the peaceful

reunification of a people which is at present oivideo a.nd living in t,,'o dis"'in~~t

sovereign states. It would seem to us that before a state proceeds to

dismantle the fabric of its national security it should look carefully to see

what it is getting in return and what is going to be put in the place of its

existing national security guarantee. The Foreign Minister of the Republic of

Korea went on to tell us in dismay that after only one year the No~th Koreans

unilaterally suspended the dia10gue on 25 August 1973. No meetings of the

Co-ordinating Committee have been held since. Since November 1973, Red Cross

societies of both sides have held a number of meetings at the working leve~ in

the hope of reopening full-dress talks. Unfortunately, the dialogue has not

been resumed because, apparently, the North Koreans no longer want it.

It seems to me that in these circumstances the Assembly can only urge

a peaceful method for resolving disputes between 8tates. And what is a more

pacific method than talking together? My delegation strcng:y calls u~on toth

North and South Korea to sit down and reason together, to continue the dialogue

for peace.

Some have argued in this debate that before the unification of Korea can bc

brought about all foreign troops must be removed from South Koreaj but my

delegation considers that we must mainly be concerned in this debate about the

maintenance of peace and security on the Korean peninsula. Indeed, we sUbmit
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that peace and security in Korea is even more important at this stage than the

unificati~n of the Korean people, for there is little point in having a unified

p~ople which is daily at each other's throats and is rent asunder by constant

fratricidal war and torment. We must advocate the establishment and maintenance

of peace and security in the are~ first. We must maintain the fabric of the

Armistice Agreement. We must guard jealously the methodology which has kept

the Armistice Agreement in existence for all these years. This is not to say

that we should not ;nvite the Security Council, the cCffipetent body, to review

and reappraise the Armistice Agreement itself, as well as the methodology which

keeps it a:ive, from time to time. But we could not witt any d~gr~e of seriousness

recommend to the Security Council that it dismantle the United Nations Command

in Korea before it is sure that the Armistice Agreement will survive, or before

creating a viable alternative to the United Nations Command.

Then what about the argument that the unification of the Korean people

cannot take place because the United Nations forces are in South Korea? Are

we to understand that,if we were to remove the United Nations forces, or any

other forces, tomorrow from the Republic of 1orea, the two peoplas would

immediately rush to embrace and love each other? Or is it that the

United Nations Command in the South is linked in a hand-barrier, holding back

the South Koreans who are straining at the bit to rush over the Bridge of No

Return to greet their brothers in the North? Are we to understand that the

United Nations soldiers are suppressing the South Koreans? Or is it that the

United Nations Command is keeping the friend1.y, peace-loving North Kurea~s

from bringing olive branches and ginseng tea to their lost brothers in the South?

It seems to me that we must examine the role of the United Nations Command

before we make jUdgements about it. We must see if it is fUlfilling the mandate

it legitimately was marshalled to perform.

In the submission of the delegation of Barbados, the onus of proof lies on

those who assert that the United Nations Command and its troops must be

liquidated before the Korean people can be united. It is for them to show that

the United Nations forces stand in the way of reunification, and how they do so.

In the submission of my delegation, it has not been demonstrated in this debate

that, first, if we remove the United Nations forces from South Korea, unification

will come about immediately, or at all; nor, secondly, that the two Governments
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on the Korean peninsula trust each other so much that they would abandon the

attributes of separate national sovereignties for one unified nation; nor,

thirdly, has it been established that the Armistice Agreement would survive if

the United Nations Command were liquidated.
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I have argued earlie~ that only the Security Council can create a United

Nations ":""'wrr.anrJ and i''''''rc''~ and that only the security Council can disband a

United Nat ions ';rAur.a.nd and force. That, in my re spectful submission, is the

unambiguous law of the Charter. The ~curity Council, by its resolution.
()f 7 July 19S() created :3. unified comrr.and to assist tr.e Rei)uh~.i:: of

Korea. Paragraph 4 of that resolution rea~d:

liRe que st s the United ;state s to de signate the commander of such

fOl'ces." (2ecurity Council resolution 84 (1950))
Paragraph 5 of the resolution

".-\uthorizes the unified command at its discretion to use the United

Nations flag in the course of operations against North Korean forces

concurrent ly with the flags of the various nat ions .I?art icipat ing." (Ibid.)

In its final paragraph, paragraph 6, the Security Council

"Requests the United states to provide the Security Council with

re~orts as appropriate on the course of action taken under the unified

command." (Ibid.)

Hith hindp~F'r.t, in December 1974, we ttay have all kinds of rese:t'vations

about the morality of that resolution which was passed in 1950; but that is

what the ~€curity Council did in 1950, and that is the existing and extant

law on the matter, until the Security Count il :.tae1.f ana p..lcr..t::!, in its

wisdom or otherwise, amends, varies or abrogates that law. That is 1he

law on th~ matter. The General Assembly cannot amend or vary or abrogate

a decision of the Security Council. It has no such legal competence. The

delegation of Barbados submits that, as a collectivity of sovereign states,

the only way we could smoothly operate in this system of parliamentary

diplomacy is by a body of law determining and defining our method of comj uct •

The Charter of the United Nat ions provide s that body of )P,ll. We are all

prisoners of the Charter. He are each diminished by the strictures of its

provisions.

That is why I say it is bad law, and an even worse argument, to say that

because two permanent members of the Security Council -- two states friend ly to
,

us -- were not present in the security Council on 7 July 1950 the resolution

passed by the Council on that date was illegal. That is a bad argument. It
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is as untenable as it is tendentious. We know why the Soviet Union was not

in the Security Council on 7 July 1950. This is now almost ancient history,

and I certainly have no intention of even slightly irritating my respected

and distinguished friend, Ambassador Malik, by recounting any part of that

incident. The People's Republic of China did not then occupy the seat of

China in the Security Council. That was in 1950 -- which chronologically

is one year after 1949. I suspect that an apprE.:ciation of J\.hA lli.At 01' iC'a:. SF-r·se

of these matters will put my meaning ir;'.:o correct constitutional perspective.

There was a quorum in the Security Council at the time of the vote on that
•

resolution. All the normal procedures were followed. The constitutional

forms were observed. It cannot therefore be maintained or argued that

Security Council resolution 84 (1950)'was illegal.
I have demonstrated that the various elements in the unified command

and there are elements, in the plural -- were placed under a designated

commander of the United states by the Security Council resolution of

7 July 1950. The United states supplied the majority of the forces, but not

all the forces. Today the United states has its own forces in the Republic

of Ko~ea, and indeed has had since 1954, pursuant to a mutual defence treaty

of that self-sam,= year with the F.epublic of Y.orea. T~A General Assembly cannot,

in my submission, remove those forces by a resolution. We may suggest to

the Republic of Korea and the United states that they behave in a certain

manner w~th respect to those forces. But both the Republic of Korea and
tte ~nited states ara sovereign etates. We may suggest to them

that they rearrange their positions in a manner that oth~rs might find less

irritating, but they alone must decide how they want to deal with treaties

they have jointly and freely entered into. In any case, the doctrine of

pacta servanda sunt is certainly applicable in international law with respect
to this particular matt~r.

I do not know if we can say that their mutual defence treaty is a threat

to the peace and security of the two states on the Korean peninsula. There

are foreign troops stationed in other states, but we do not hear that any such

circumstance is a threat to international peace and security.
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Again, of course, we may ask the Security Council to liquidate the

United Nations ~crr.mar.~. Suppose for the sake of argument th~t the Security

Council did liquidate the United Nations Command in South Kore~. ~ut

suppose, too, that the mutual defence treaty between the United &tp+es and

the Republic of Korea ccntint~ed in active force and United States t ..'oops

remained in the Republic of Korea. There would still bd foreign troops in.
the Republic of Korea, though not under the United Nations flag. Well,

what then?
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It seems to me that we must recommend a return to the dialogue and the

peaceful avenues to ever-~idening contacts between the two peoples. Our

concentration on the removal of the United Nations forces will lead us down

a fruitless path, I suspect. The United Nations forces cannot be said to be

obstructing ~eace on tLe Korean ~enins~la; t~t it CAn certainly

be said that the United Nations Command prevents the outbreak of a major war

between the two States, North and South. The Armistice Agreement has been

holding, in our view, principally because of the presence of the United

Nations Command set up by the Security Council in July 1950. Before we

dismantle the United Nations Co~mand -- and ~te Security Counci~

can, if it wants to -- we must be sure that we have something equally dependab18

to put in its place.

That is why the delegation of Barbados cannot support the draft resolution

contained in document A/C.l/L.677.

It its third preambular paragraph, that draft resolution notes that the

desire of the States Members of the United Nations expressed in last year's

consensus for the continuation of dialogue and the expansion of contacts has

failed to be realized. But it does not say why the dialogue was discontinued

it is silent on that question -- nr. r by whom. Why are tIle Red Cross talks not

proceeding?

rh its fourth preambular paragraph, it recognizes that the continued

presence of foreign troops in South Korea and the interference of outside

forces in the inte~nal affairs of Kcrea ccnstitute a serious obstacle to

promoting dialgue between North and South Korea relating to peaceful

reunification.

The sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677 have not

demonstrated how troops in the Republic of Korea have preve~tea or can p~event

rr.i:·:ttary or civilian envoys f:!.1om discus sing. T:te self-serr.(. t:>:oCT R r.1.1:C n.)', '.. ~·er the

years, prrvented the two sides from talking in the meetings of the Armistice

Commi~sion at Panmunjon. They did not prevent the Red Cross Society in South

Korea from initiating talks between the South and the North l.n August 1971.

(
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Representatives will recall that, as a result of that valiant initiative which

started in the South, a special emissary was sent in May 1972 from the South to

Pyongyang, the capital of the North, to negotiate the opening of the famous

dialugue.

As a result of all that peaceful activity -- vrith tJ::e Uniter.. Nations troops

still in Korea -- the historic South-North Joint Corr~1unique was issued on

4 July 1972, in both capitals, enunciating the principl~s of peaceful

unification. Both sides agreed to that Jo:nt Comrr~nique. The United Nations

troops were in Korea then, as they are now. Those who oppose the presence of

the Uni,ted Nations troops in South Korea must, in the view of my delegation,

show beyond a reasonable doubt how their presence prevents peaceful dialogue

between the two Governments. It is not enough to say "remove the foreign troops;

they are preventing talks and hindering a durable peace fl
• One must show that

the troops cause this obstruction.

The main operative operative in the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677

considers it necessary to withdraw all foreign troops stationed in South Korea

under the flag of the United Nations. As I have said earlier, it is for the

Security Council, not the General Assembly, to consider it necessary to withdraw

troops. The General Assembly may consider it necessary, but then it must so

recommend its consideration to the attention of the Security Council for

possible action. The Security Council has power to withdraw United Nations

troops from the Republic of Korea, or from Barbados, or from ~hana, or from

any other place. But the Security Oouncil can withdraw troops under the

United Nations flag onlyw Obviously, the Security Council has ne power, no

competence, to deal with troops under any othe~ flag. Needless to say,

the Republic of Korea is a sovereign, independent State and is free to

exercise its sovereignty as it sees fit.

The draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l, on the other hand,

desires that the goal of peaceful reunification of Korea be brought abollt by

the "freely expressed" will of the Korean people. It pays t:. tribute to the

promise and hope engendered by the Joint CcnuuuciCiue of 4 July 1972. But it

recognizes that tension still exists in Korea and that the Armistice Agreement

of 27 July 1953 remains indispensable to the maintenance of peace and security

in the area.
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~hat draft resolution further recognizes the continuing responsibility

of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace and security o~ the Korean

peninsula. It would properly urge both North and South Korea to return to

the table of dialogue in order to bring about the peaceful reunificaticn of Korea.

The Security Council is asked in that draft resolution to keep those aspects

of the question concerning it under review, bearing in mind the necessity

to maintain the Armistice Agreement and peace and security on the Korean

peninsula. It would invite the Security Council further to review the

future of the United Nations Command

The draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l is a

realistic, fair and reasonable text. It seeks to respect the proper

constitutional rectitude in dealing with the United Nations Command. It

properly addresses itself to the real business of the General Assembly on

the question of Korea, that is, concern with the peaceful dialogue which

is the corner-stone of the consensus of the last session of the General

Assembly. Peace on the Korean peninsula er.d getting the t~o Governments

talking again should be our main preoccupation in this house.
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The pecples of Korea will not be ;reunited b;Y' any magical dispensation: remove

the troops, then presto, reunification. No, Sir, the two Governments of ~orth and

South Korea must provide the framework for the rejoining of thei~ peoples. That is

why my delegation exhorts, mempers of this Committee to vote for the resolution

cont~ined in document A/C.l/L.67P and to restore the dispensation of dialogue in

the affairs .of tpe Korean people. By our vote for the draft resolution contained in

document A/C;1/L"676, we would also be placing a legal responsibility on the

Security Council, where it properly belongs, to ;review its mandate in Korea to

see how the peaceful process might be speed~d up.

Having voted and passed resolution A/C.I/L.676, the business of this,Commit~ee,

would be finished on the matter, in 'the submission of the delegation of Barbados.

For there would be no need to pronounce ourselves on any other propo~al touching

and concerning the question of Korea at this session of the Assembly.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Span.ish): I thank the representative of

Barbados for the kind remarks he addressed to me.

Mr. RAMPHUL (Mauritius): At the outset I wish to say that last year

we took a step in the right direction by'adopting a consensus aimed at encouraging

the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea to settle thei;r:

differences and a~hieve reconciliation and peaceful reunification through dialogue.

We regret that the dialogue whic~ we have all hoped for, following the

a~option of the Joint Communique of 4 July 1972", has been suspended and that there

is renewed tension between the two countries.

It is of great concern to Mauritius that the United Nations should, at this

s~ision, see to it that the action we shall take at the end of this debate

contributes to reducipg the prevailing tension and encourages the two parties to

resume their dialogue.

We have been fortunate to have had for a. second year the benefit of the Views

of the delegations of South and North Korea dur1ng our deliberations•. We have noted

that both countries still favour the reunification of their fat):lerland.

However, the approaches they have advocated seem irreconcilable.
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The Democratic People's Republic of Korea feels that we could contribute to

accelerating the independent and peaceful reunification of Korea by adopting:

tI ••• a just d~cision for the withdrawal of all the foreign troops stationed

in South Korea under the banner of the 'United Nations forces'fl (2029th

meeting, p. 43).
In this connexion, my delegation would like to recall, without sounding too

legalisti~ and unlike the previous speaker, that the United Nations Comw~nd was

established in accordance with a resolution of the Security Council. Since

everybody seems to agree on the dissolution of that Command, it would seem

advisable to give the Security Council a chance to review the situation. There

is no denying that the Armistice Agreerr.<::r..t i~'as a va:id c.nd l:seful instrt=.rr.ent and

that the United Nations Command was created to enforce it. We appreciate the

feeling of the Republic of Korea that the dissolution of the United Nations

Command, in the absence of a successor arrangement, will result in the re~oval

of a vital party to the Armistice Agreement and could lead to a serious

disruption of the Armistice, and that this would have a grave impact on peace

er-d security in the area.

In his statement, the representative of the Republic of Korea referred to a

number of alleged provocations from the North. In so f~r as those allegations

correspond to real acts against the security of the South, it is understandable

that the South Koreans should feel that it is essential for then~ to continue to

have the United Nations Command and United States trccps to pl'otp.ct ttem. It is

also in this context that we view the proposal of the delegation of the

Republic of Korea for a non-aggression agreement and its appeal to the

De~ocratic People's Republic of Korea to join the South in pledging a

renunciation of the use of force as a means of settling their national

difference. This proposal, we feel, should not be rejected by North Korea,

particularly since it believes that what contributes tLe actual danger in

Korea today is the threat of northward aggression from the South and not tho

threat of southward aggression from the North.

My delegation believes that the idea of a non-aggression pact is worth

exploring because it might facilitate the solution of the question of the

withdrawal of foreign troops from the South.
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It follows, from what I have just said, that my delegation has been

impressed by the line of argurr.ent that North Korea should not insist on the

withdrawal of the United Nations :'cr'~'::;J as a precondition for resuming the

dialogue between the North and the South. There are sorr.e f'(l,I~ts 11[.le;' Are

the result of the territorial division of Korea and Which ~e are bound to take

into account if we i'lant to help tc' soli"P ttA KCJ'~e.r. ~rol~lem. Tl~~rf.:: are

ideological political and economic differences ....,'. ';.r:1'1 81'(:: the underlying causes

of the mutual distrust and tension between the two countries. These

differences would have to be dealt With if the tension is to be reduced and

trust restored.

My delegation believes that it is Ultimately up to the Korean people, both

in the North and in the South, to solve their own problems. If need be, they

should be allowed to pronounce tbemsr.o:"ves on all issues, particularly the:

question of the withdrawal of foreign troops. We believe that the United

Nations should encourage the resumption of the dialogue between the leaders of

both countries, in the hope tL-J.t t:'is d:i.alC(~ue -,::':"1 re ~1l1t ~n fraterl':rl '~'". '~.c~,s

between the people of the North and the people of the South.

Those are the views which will guide the Mauritiu~ delegation in its vote

on the draft resolutions before us.

In this connexion, I should like to add that my delegation is favourably

impressed by the compromise proposals advanced yesterday by the delegation of

Tunisia. I upderstand that those proposals are the subject of current info~real

ccns'.11tat:'rnH. I hope that, perhaps after soree gentle pers t.l§l.!ion, careful

exploration and deep penetration by my beloved elder brother, Ambassador

Baroody -- I see that he has left his seat; he may be at it already -- and

after son:e pleasant relaxation over the '\'7eekend, we might be in a position to

consider them on Uonday, should they be deposited in the form of a draft, after the

necessary cosn:etic and surgical operations.

In conclusion, m&y I inform the Committee that Mauritius enjoys equally

friendly and diplomatic relations with both Governtr.ents existing on the same

artificially divided territory of Korea.
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of the Ivory Coast wishes to avail itself of this opportunity at the present

stage of our debate on Korea to define its position on this problem.

'I'he question of Korea has always 'been a subject of concern for the

United Nations, which has been debating it now for more than 20 years. It is

true that, although no solution has thus far been found to resolve this grievous

problem, that fact should in no way 'be imputed to the shortcomings or ineffectiveness

of our Organization; rather it is to 'be attributed to the power politics of the

great PO'\'lers" '\'lhich, ..:~r;'ning the interests of the Korean people, have

directed their efforts above all to encouraging the division of that people

in the sole concern of safeguarding their strategic interests.

Thus it is not surprising that, session after session, the Assembly" divided

by the manoeuvres of those same great ~c~ers" has not succeeded in adopting

at.y positive resolution that would promote the peaceful settlement of this

rroblem in the interests of the Korean people.

However, I do not believe it necessary to go back to the origins of

the conflict nor to dwell on the. reasons that have -chus far prevented the

achievement of such a settlement. In fact, our past debates, governed as

they were by partisan positions, have sufficiently demonstrated the ineffectiveness

of such a position that has contributed only to exacerbating the debates without

thereby resolving the problem; the parties concerned and their allies hold to

their respective positions, showing no spirit of concession or of compromise.

My delegation could only deplore this attitude, which is not likely to bring

about any meeting of minds between the two parties.

It was for these reasons that we welcomed with great hope and optimism

the issuance of the Joint Communique dated 4 July 1972, which

had a great influence in the debates during the last ression, thus making possible
the adoption of a consensus based on three fundamental principles which the.
leaders of North Korea and South Korea themselves considered as a prerequisite

for the reunification of their country, namely:
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(a) tbe rp.:.u:i:f.'ication of' tLe C0l".r.try sLcul(l be aC:lie're1 ind'3r~r.dQi:tlJ',

without reliance upon outside force or its interferAnce;

(b) th· rF.'!a:ifica.tien of thr;! COt.:.r.tl'y sllculcJ 'be ac~".ievea 1:y pel1.cl::ftil

means, ilithout recourse to the use of arms against the other side;

(c) great national Ul:ity s: 0:1(1 cc:: pr(rrct.~ j. 11

Furthermore, in that same consensus, tte parties were urged to continue

their dialogue and increase the number of their exchanges. Finally, the

United Nations, taking account of the goodwill manifested by the Koreans

themselves and in order to aSf:liAt tl.i.'1 furtr;er progress tOvlard::; pel1.cG, ('1<:::ci'3ect on

the immediate dissoluti,on o;f the United Nations Ccmmission for the 'C'l:ificatic.n

and Rehabilitation of Korea.

My country, consistent with its policy of dialogue and peaceful settlement

of disputes, could only rejoice at the adoption of that decision, and hored

that tte parties concerned would this year be a.ble to report to us that they

had achieved progress within tte framework of the reunification ef their I::ountr.l

in accordance with the three principles contained in the consensus of last yea~r.

Unfortunately, however, tne state~ents we have had occasion to hear in

the course of the present session, far from setting forth positive meaSUTes

of co-operation and unity between the two parties,. serve onljr to perpetuate

the division. My delegation ~an only regret this state of affairs, which is

contrary to the spirit of 1:ctt ~.' J r: ir.t ']C~~T.t..:r.:"gy.{ .-:f 1972 ::.r.d tl:o CC1':.SCr.CUG cf

1973 adopted by the Assembly.

In view of this situation, my delegation, in its desire to prcmote a

peaceful settlement of the Korean problem, ventures to make an urgent appeal

to the two parties to shcw a spirit of concession and tolerance so that they

may reach a peaceful settlement in the well-~'.nderstocd interest of tl:e

Kcrear. people •

. Accordingly, our Committee should ratter assist the two parties to resume

their fraternal dialogue in accordance with the spirit of the J04.nt Communique'

of 1972, and not :.r.l'1.~r~ the division by initiativ~s that CEl!~ result only in a

perpetuation of the so often denounced status quo.
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In view of tl~se considerations, my delegation would have wished to see

before our Committee a single draft resolution aimed at r'·rn~<.ti1.[; a. ;'e8'·.'rIt:i.r n

of the dialogue so as to lead to peace and the peaceful reunification of

Korea.

In that .spir;i.t, the ?rr.r.-cl'::! (,:f' tr.~ two dJ1~ft ~(-<sC::.\'.-::: Cl~R :'r~

documents A/C.l/L.676/tt-; ....·.1 9.r.~1 .;/C.:/IJ.(,'r r'::'$rt:::ctin;.~.Y' ~h(,l~l· f;11.Ci· H. :;ri~'it of

cClT.prcn:isE; St) a:= tL f~.cili:t.c.te ll".l' task ar.d frrtY,,:,l" tel:: 1"'.l'cpticn cf' a ::3:!.r.t:le text

i~ tee form of a consensus.

~n this connexion, it appears that a majority .of our Committee is in

favour of a United Nations disengagement to be brought about by dissolution

of the United Nations Command in Korea. My delegation would have no objection

to the adoption of such a reeasure, on condition that adequate prOVision i·id.,-: .

made for preserving the _~mistice J~reement and for maintaining peace and

security in the region.

He are very much gratified that the co-sponsors of the draft resolution

in document A/C.l/L.676 accepted the inclusion of the French amendment in

their text, an amendment seeking to achieve that same objective. ~'le hope

that they will ~lso, take into consideration the amendment of Saudi Arabia

in document A/C.l/L~705, which SUbstantially improves the text in that it

insists on the preservation of peace and security in the region and calls

for continuance of the negotiations between the two Ko~ean.Governments.

Further, the E;I:C'r.:::crt-' of'the J::a:'t in Jcctml:nt A/C.l/L.6',·7, in a. 188:'1'8

to encourage the adoption of a consensus and the resumption of the dialogue

between tee ti'lO parties concerned, should demonstrate a spirit of concession

by accepting the Saudi Arabian amendment and not insisting on the withdrawal

of foreign troops from South Korea. In fact, that reqUirement is all the more

unwarranted as it constitute.s flat,;rc r.t ir.-:-:rfE;1'r-:11ce in tht-' i.nt£::rnalaff'air::;

of a sovereign State, in this case the Republic of Korea, 1r~~rary to the rrovisions

of .~ticle 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter.
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The conclusion of international agreement~ has always been one of

the essential prerogatives of States and they by no means intend to abandon

such a prerogative. Even those who today insist on the withdrawal of

the troops no doubt have foreign troops stationed on their cwn territory,

under bilateral or regional agreements. My delegation does not believe

that they wculd agree to our Assembly's taking a decision inviting them

to put an end to such agreements. In the meantime the problem of the

withdrawal of foreign troops can be negotiated by the Koreans themselves

within the framework of a general settlement and in terms of the progress

achieved along the read to peace and reunification of their country.

Taking all these considerations into account, and in the absence of

a single text, my delegation will vote in favour of the amendments of

Saudi Arabia and the text of document A/C. l/L.676/Rev.1 as amended and

we shall vote against the draft resoluticn in document A/C.l/L.677.

Mr. MOLAP' (Lesotho): Mr. Chairman, this being the first time

my delegation has spoken in this Committee, I wish to take this opportunity

to congratulate ycu and the other officers of tte Committee on your election

and to express the satisfaction of my delegation at the excellent manner

in which ycu are conducting the business of this Committee. Allow me to

assure you of the fullest co-operation of my delegation at all times.

Once more the General Assembly is seized of the question of Korea.

This is a question which is new almost as old as the United Naticns itself.

Since 1948 the General Assembly has been adopting resolutions the object of

which hac been to bring peace and sta0ility to the Korean peninsula. Last

year the General Assembly adopted a consensus under the item "questi0n of

Korea" • My delegation ",Tas gratified at that outccme, as it had been a

party to the efforts to arrive at that ccmpromise solution. It remains

our belief that the identical positions expressed in that consensus might

prove realistic and that new elements can be found to facilitate the

peaceful negotiations regarding the reunification of Korea.
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It is the understanding uf ftly delegatiun that both Koreas are still

parties to the famous joint Koree,n Comruunique of 4 July 1972. The General

Ass~mbly during the two previous sessions decided to shelve the debate.
on this question in order to give reasonable time for talks between the

representatives of the two rival parties, My delegatiun Eees no rt::ason

why we shculd not adopt the same approach this year. Ttere wou1d he no harm

in once mere reaffirming and strengthening the objectives thus far agreed

upon between the two sides as we did last year.

This year we have had the benefit of hearing statements in this Committe~

'l~y representatives of the two Korean G...vernments. TheSE: statements hav~

cr' ,'v us up to date concerning the actual state of affairs in the peninsula.

~~ru their remarks we have come to learn that this question is both delicate

and explosive.

We now have two draft resolutions before our Committee. North Korea

supports one, and South Korea the other. There are similarities and

dissimilarities between these draft resolutions. Therefore we have been

placed in a pos.i tion where we can identify the areas of agreement and those

of disagreement. In our vielr,", the identification of a problem is the

beginning of its solution.

As the parties to this conflict tave seme views in ccmmon, we believe,

therefore, that the best course of action to take in accordance with the

over-all goal of a peaceful settlement would be to identify all these points

and. to have ari agreed decision giving the fullest possible account of them.

My dolegation is of the opinion that our Coromittee must address itself

primarily to those poi.nts where there is agreement and, by so doing, leave

it to time to resolve the disagreements -- or we might entrust the

Secretary-Ger.eral of cur Organization with the responsibility of serving

as a bridge between these two rival parties.

Last year it "~s resolved that the rp1ited Nations Ccttmission for the

Unification I::l.r~d Rtf,habilitation of Korea be dissolved. All parties agreed and

complied accordj ~ly. Part of the same decision called for a dialogue

designod to T' ve the way for the reunification of Korea, Both sides needed
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time to prepare for th~se delicate and intricate negotiations. The

General Assembly cannot by its o~~ resolution afford to be a party to

any new mapoeuvre seeking to make such talks as have been envisaged

impossible. Therefore we must reject the draft resolution in document

A/C.l/L.677 and vote for the amended version of the draft resolution in

document A/ C.I/L. 676. The draft resolution in A/ C.l/L. 677 lays dovm

an unacceptable precondition calculated to undermine the very idea of

dialogue, which can only take place in an atmosphere free frcm the threat

er war and aggression.

Both these draft resolutions before us have something to say about the

desirability of dissolving the United Nations Command. It is the considered.
opinion of my delegation that the General Assembly should not take a decision

on the fate of the United Nations Ccmmand before taking into full account the

interests ef all the p~rties concerned. We maintain that in order for

he negoti~tions to take place in a peaceful atmosphere the Armistice Agreement

~st be r~spected by all the parties.

In c~unselling caution and moderation, my delegation wishes to note that

.~mE> significant progress has already been made towards scme form of

ual agreement. For example, both parties agree on the desirability of

1ducting their affairs free frcm external interference. Both parties agree

the gcal of achieving independently the reunification of Korea. Both

rties are cc~mitted to the maintenance of peace and security in the area

·d both parties agree on the need for a competent organ to deal with the

i- ~ure of the United Naticns Command. Therefore it is the duty of us Members

c: the United Nations to assist the Korean Governments, ~ithin the framework

C~ the Oharter, to realize their goals.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the .

representative of Lesotho for his kind remarks to me and to the other officers

of the Committee. I call on the representative of the Republic of Korea.
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Mr. PARK TONG JIN (Republic of Korea): My delegation has follo~Ted

the debate on agenda item 104 with keen interest and concern. We have

heard varicus arguments and G~ggestions. Scme seem constructive, for

which we are grateful" ~Thile others are unrealistic and therefore preposterous.

At times we have even been ·,·:!.llified and accused witl:out justification.

The basic issue before us is twofold: first, the question of continuation

of the dialogue bet~Teen the South and the North and, secondly, th e question

of maintaining peace and security in Korea.
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(

The dialogue is the only available channel of contact, communication

and negotiation. Without the dialogue, proposals or suggestions, however

well-intended, could not be dealt with by the Korean people themselves.

As our Foreign Minister pointed out in his address on 29 November, the

future of our national reconciliation depends upon the outcome of this

dialogue.

Who then broke off this dialogue? It is North Korea. As this

Committee is well aware, on 28 August 1973, the North Korean authorities

unilaterally announced its suspension of the dialogue with the South. I

would like to make this fact crystal ~l~ar to the members of the Committee.

Namely, North Korea -- and North Korea alone -- is responsible for the

continued suspension of the dialogue which this Committee itself

unanimously recommended last year. On our side, we have since 15 November

last year repeatedly proposed to the North Korean side to res~~e the

dialogue without cond it ions.

Very recently, we have proposed to set up a Mail and Information

Exchange Center at Panmunjom for the benefit of dispersed families. Once

again, the North Koreans rejected our humanitarian proposal.

Wc would like to ask them: What is the use of discussing c:>rnplex

problems such as mutual reduction of armed forces, and so forth, when they

refuse to solve even the simplest and most elementary problem between us?

J\ct ions speak louder than word s.

My delegation calls for prompt resumption of the dialogue without any

pre-conditions through the South-North Co-ordinating Committee. The final

resolution to be adopted here will be incomplete if it does not refer to the

dialogue in a direct and constructive manner.

My delegation wishes to reiterate that the Korean Armistice must be

scrupulously observed, and its enforcement by the United Nations Command

must continue until a suitable successor arrangement is made. 'This is the

minimum requirement for peace and security in Korea under the prevailing

cond it ions.

The North Koreans and their supporters allege that the presence of the

United Nations Command and the United states troops in Korea ccr.stit~tes an

interference in t~e internal affairs of my country. Then, have they produced
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any evidence to that effect? So far, none at all. This allegation is a

serious insult to the Korean people.

Allow me to ask before this Committee: who is interfering in whose
affairs? It is those countries that make such allegations. Are they not.
interfering in the sovereign right of the Republic of Korea to provide for

its own defence and security? vlho is to question such sovereign right

of my country? 'The Government of the Republic of Korea wishes to declare

solemnly that it will not tolerate any form of interference from any source

in the exercise of its own sovereign right.

The allegation that the involvement of the United Nations in Korea was

not in conformity with the Charter of the United Nationa is equally

unjustifiable. Is it not one of the most important mandates of this world

Organizati9n to act in time of crisis to maintain international peace

and security? Is it not the just aspiration of all the states, perticularly

the small stateD, to make the ~nit~d Nations effective in resisting forces'

of aggression?

My delegation maintains that the questions relating to the United

Nations Command, incl~ding its pussible jissolution, should be referred to

the security Council for consideration. This position is fully in accord

with the present Charter of the United Nations and pays due respect to the

constitutional authority of the Security Council on the maintenance of

internat ional peace and security.

The current United Nations peace-keeping operations in a few critical

areas of the worl~ as well as the recent debate in the Special Political

Committee on this question demonstrate that the special responsibility and
authority of the Becurity Council should be fully safeguardeCl and even strengthened

in the future.

Since last year, my country has expressed its readiness to approach the

sUbject of the 1~it~c Nations Comrr.and in a flexible manner and continues to

emfl:a.si~~e the necessity of making an alternative arrangement first. In this

regard, we have already indicated our readiness to negotiate. This is a

significant factor which I hope will not escape the attention of this

Committee. Is not our attitude reasonable and our approach realistic?

,
I
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In this turbulent world, goodwill alone cannot provide a firm guarantee

that peace will be maintained. And it is much too premature for us to trust

North Korea IS so·-called "peace-loving policy", '10 long as the same North Korea

openly advocates the ov~rthrow of the legitimate Government of the Republic of

Korea. Such flagrant violations of the Armistice Agreement as constructing

a large-scale southward underground tunnel in the southern sector of the

demilitarized zone, which we have recently discovered, represents one example

of North Korea I s policy of duplicity. It is recalled ·that the North Korean

representative at this Committee repeatedly, but unsuccessfully, denied their

irrevocable guilt in provoking the Korean war in 1950.

In view of the lateness of the hour, I do not wish to elaborate any

further on our position on the question of maintaining peace and security

in Korea. In order to set the proper perspective in international politics

where the interaction of various factors is especially complex, it is always

necessary to assess events in their entirety and 'not in an isolated manner.

Neither an academic approach nor the shouting of tired slogans can lead us

to the real solution of a problem such as the one with which this Committee

is concerned.
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MY delegation therefore profoundly deplores uses of such intemperate ~ad

abusive words as "puppets", "clique", etc., by the North Koreans and their

supporters in this august forum. Slanderous words do not change the truth.

By usi'cg such demeaning words, they only demean themselves and prove their

i:r..~ince~ity. Let us be sincere in discussing such a serious question as the

unification of Korea.

MY delegation is ~cr."~:'r.c..;r9, that it is high time that the Kore~n question

be dealt With on its own n:er:ttFJ and free from any irrelev6iit 'Political

motivations. One must not be misled or confused by fabrication and distortion

of facts on Korea and the innocent Korean people.

Our position on ·the two fundamental issues, which I have pointed out at

the outset, has been fUlly expressed in our, memorandum and also in the statement

made by our Foreign Minister on 29 November. Based on what we have already

explained before this Committee, my delegation strongly recommends to the

members of this Committee to vote in favour of the draft resolution in document

A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l, co-sponsored by 28 countries. These 28 countries represent
the peace-loving world. This resolution will make a true contribution to the
resumption of the South-North dialogue and to the maintenance of peace and

security in the Korean peninsula. It is a simple, clear and reasonable

resolution. For this reason, this draft resolution deserves the overwhelming

support of all peace-loving countries in this august body.

Mr. CIABK (Nigeria): Yesterday the representative of Tunisia appealed
to the good sense of the representatives who cared, for the peace and unity of
the Korean people not to press their point of view. ,He challenged us to

unite our strength to assist in the maintenance of peace and security in

~orea ~nd, in this connexion, to fulfil the role of the United Nations as a
force for compromise and a force of moderation. He also wanted us to demonstrate
that the United Nations takes seriously a problem such as that of Korea and
tries to find a solution which will express not the opinion of ,a group, not
the opinio'O. of a faction, but the opinio11 of the D'n~,ted Nations. Thereupon
the Ambassador of Tunisia, in a ~irit of compromise and conciliatio'O., read out
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the text of a c.re,ft, nOi'lT publisr.ed 1:c. d.ocument·A/C.l/PV.P'036, ei:rr.ed Rt

advancing the purpose of the consensus on the peaceful reunification of Korea

which we adopted last year.

MY delegation has been moved to heed the Tunisian appeal and will not fail

to view the Tunisian draft resolution in a sympathetic light. If I am now

spealting at this very late stage of our debate, it is only to affirm the view

that, in our opinion, the Tunisian proposal does not seek to undermine the

positio'n of either the draft resolution i'n document A/C.:/":.. i-;':r-/Rev.l or the

draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677. According to our understanding,

both resolutions will still stand, but they would not be voted upon at this

session.

For too long, the purposes of the United Nations, upon which we all agree,

have been thwarted through the exploitation of legalisms. If an action is

worth taking, we should exert our energies to do so. In the case before us

it is clear that the United Nations Comma'nd in South Korea needs to be

dissolved and that, at the same time, the peace-keeping provisions of the

Armistice Agreement should not be jettisoned.
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How then do we proceed from this conclusion? It seems to my delegation

that the Tunisian draft resolution attempts to find a way acceptable to the

majority -- if not all of us. We therefore commend it for general acceptance.

However, in order to meet both sides half way, and to advance further the

cause championed by Tunisia, I should like to propose a minor modification,

which I have already discussed with the Tunisian delegation and S0~B others.

Without prejudice to the positions that they have taken, I am encouraged to

propose it because it does not seek in any way to contest the positions of these

two earlier draft resolutions now before us" r.or does it :lA:!..l i:Cl'to 'luestior.. a'flY

sovereign or legal rights which the North or the South Korean Governments
,

enjoy at the moment, nor does i'b prejudice the construction e:i7.r,er side :f'lts

on the legality of the United Nations Command in South Korea.

Moreover, my proposal does not infringe upon the competence of the

Security Council to determine the status of the Corr.maT.d or what should be

covered by the Armistice Agreement.

It only seeks to convey the sense of our debate. It is only an opinion

which, I feel c~>nvinced, :l.'t; is tl:~ duty of "vhis Cormnittee to e)..'-press. It is B'(J.

attempt to defuse the combustible elements of the Rituation.

With your permission, Sir, I now propose a new operative paragraph 1

to the Tunisian draft resolution, which appears in document A/C .l/PV. 20;6.
The new paragraph would read as fOJ.J.O't>TS:

It1. Agrees that the United Nations Command in South Korea, involving

the presence of foreign troops thereat under the flag of the United Nations

be dissolved forthwith;".

The four operative paragraphs of the Tunisian draft resolutic r'_ would then

follow. In other words, there would now be five operative paragraphs, with

the original four operative paragraphs renumbered accordingly.

I am aware that the Tunisian draft resolution has not yet been formally

introduced. It is on the same unders~anding, and because we await the outcome

of the consultations on it with pleasurable anticipation, that I put forward.
'bhe slight amendment that I have just read out.
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Mr. DRISS (Tunisia) (interpretation from French): I should like to

thank the representative of Nigeria for his comments on the informal Tunisian

proposal. We put forward our draft resolution in a spirit of conciliation. We

appealed to all delegations to participate in U'~B effort of conciliation. This

morning we believed that t~e atmosphere was propitious. T~e statement that we

have just heard from the representative of the Republic of Korea should not

discourage us. I believe that the two parties are now seeking to compare their

views and to evaluate their respective friendships~ ~hich is perfectly natural.

Of course, when it comes to the vote, everyone will follow the instructions of

his Government.

However, we have three days before us -- that is to say, the weekend and

MOnday morning -- and it seems to me that throughout that period we should

continue to exert every possible effort so that we can come to Monday afternoon's

meeting with a new draft consensus. OtherWise, the vote will be taken; but ~e

should not allow ourselves for that reason to be discouraged; haVing seen the

result of the vote, we should still try to reconcile the two positions in the

General Assembly. I think we have a duty to Korea and a duty to the United

Nations, and that duty is to see to it that this debat~ does not result in a

division and in a confrontation that we can well do without.

I am sure that I shall express the feelings of all delegations when I say

that all of us here would rather not vote on the draft resolutions but that we.
would rather reach a consensus. It is therefore up to all of us and to the two'

Koreas to assist in this process.

That was the meaning of the appt:!al that I made yesterday. It is the meaning

of the appeal which I make again.

I would point out that the Tunisian delegation has not formally introduced a

draft resolution and that, since this is such a complicated, serious and

difficult problem, it is not for us so much a matter of voting but one of comnon

efforts to reach a common objective, which is peace, the peace that is threatened.
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Mr. ALARCON (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): My delegation had not

intended to speak again at this stage, but the statements just made by the last

speakers have led me to do so.

First of all, we wish to express our appreciation to the Ambassador of

Tunisia, who, although he did not introduce a formal proposal to the Committee, has

at all times been prepared to offer explanations to other delegations and to

clarify what the Tunisian delegation is suggesting as a course of action

for the Committee.

However, we have concluded the debate on this item and we are close to the

time when we shall have to vote. As you have indicated .to us a few moments ago,

Mr. Chairman, on Monday delegations will be called upon to explain their votes

and then to vote. Nevertheless, there has been no clarification of some

fundam~ntal questions raised repeatedly throughout the debate as to what we are to

vote on and how we are going to vote. Other delegations which have sponsored a

draft resolution -- I refE~~ in this case, to that contained in document

A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l -- have not taken the trouble to explain to us exactly what they

are inviting us to do.

I should like to draw the Committee's attention to the fact mentioned by my

delegation and others, that while they are submitting a text to us calling on the

Security Council to examine, inter alia, the possibility of dissolving the United

Nations Command, the secretariat of our Organization has informed us that it is not

in a position to explain just what the United Nations Command is.

Several delegations, including my own, have raised some very important and

serious questions in connexion with this Command. We have asked specifically what

relationship there is between that Command and the United states Eighth Army; we

have asked specifically, on the basis of official United states sources, what the

United states Second L~vision is doing in the Demilitarized Zone. And the persons

who could have clarified those questions before the Committee have not taken the

trouble to do so, in spite of the fact that, as I indicated this morning,

apparently some of these questions were answered through the press.

My delegation wishes to place on record that it considers that the Gommittee

will not be in a position to vote seriously on the draft resolution in document

A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l on next Monday unless it is informed in advance what exactly the

United Nations Command is, which we are asked to dissolve through the Security

Council without first knowing exactly what are its links with the other military

bodies that I have just mentioned.

,"
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If as we all have said, we consider this to be an important and a serious

question which affects peace and security and the destiny of a people,

the least we can expect is that next Monday we know what the sponsors

intend to say in the draft resolu~ion they have submitted to us in

document AI C.l/L. 676.

Mr. WALDRON-FAMEEY (Barbados): Like the delegation of Cuba,

the delegation of Barbados, having delivered itself of its main statement on

the subject, did not propose or intend to return to this debate this evening,

but we must confess that our colleague and friend, Ambassador Clark of

Nigeria, in attempting to tamper with the very informal suggestions of the

Ambassador of Tunisia has submitted what he, Ambassador Clark, considers to

be a small amendment. Certainly, with all due respect to my distinguished

and frienly colleague, the amendment he suggested could not, by any stretch

of the imagination, be considered to be a small amendment.

When 0ne reads the amendment submitted by Ambassador Clark of Nigeria

in connexion with the text as submitted in the relevant provisional verbatim

record of our meeting, one sees clearly that were we to accept Nigeria's

amendment in conjunction with the text submitted by Tunisia we would have an

extremely one-sided text. It is not really a bridge between the two

contending positions at all. Let us examine it.

Ambassador Clark would have us agree tbat the United Nations Command in

Korea should be disbanded. The Ambassador of Tunisia's operative paragraph 1

saying:

"3equests the Security Council to e'xcun:'ne tee question of Korea in

order to dissolve the United Nations Command ••• " (2036th meeting, p. 67)

would then follow as the second operative paragraph, still dealing with the

dissolution of the Command. The Ambassador of Tunisia in his operative

paragraph 2 now re-numbered 3 would ha7e us invite

"the parties directly concerned to take appropriate measures to promote

the withdrawal of the foreign troops ••• "

Three paragraphs dealing with the liquidation of the troops in South Korea.

That is clearly a one-sided position. The new operative paragraph 4 would say:

"Urges North and SOl.:.th Korea to pursue their dialogue in order to

accelerate the peaceful re.unification of Korea in the spirit of the Joint

Communique of 4 July 1972".
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I do not want to return to this debate, but representatives will recall

in my long statement this afternoon that I argued that the General Assembly

has competence only to deal with the question of enjoining the parties

concerned to return to a peaceful dialogue. If we are going to recorrroend that

the Security Council sbould review the status of the unified Command, that is a

d1fferent question aJ.together, but let us use the correct language that attempts to

be neutral in intent and y;:ostula te s e. ];ositj.or. that con:es l:etween the tl'iO

contending positions. Do not let us pretend that we are submitting a neutral

position in the interests of the United Nation~when in fact we are takigg

a position that is heavily weighted on one side. That is the considered

view of my delegation.

I do not know that we should be interested in protecting the United

Nations. The imy;:ortant e~err.ents in this question are not the United

Kations 1:ut the Korean pecple a.cd the two states in Korea. Those

are the people we have to be solicitous for, not the United Xatior.s. It

is for the Security Council, pu!suant to the clear i unambiguous, unequivocal
provisions of the Charte; to deal with the question of peace and security.
Only the Security Council can send out troops to pacify a situation where

there is an infracticn of international peace and security. Therefore, only

the Security Council can withdraw those trccpA. That is the law of the

Charter. If, therefore, we want to invite the Security Council to address

itself to this =eY~ew, then let us do so, but do not let us, in the language

we use, request the Security Council to "diARolve" the Ccmm::n:d and then say that

this :R a neutral position.

I agree with tte Ambassador of Cuba only to disagree with him in that

the draft re solution con tained in docUluent A/C .l/T,. 676/Rev.l is very clef\r. We can

vote on the draft resolution as it is. So can'we vote on the draft resolution

in docureent A/C.l/L.677, as it is. Both draft resolutions are very clear.

Hhat is not clear is the suggested text which puts itself forward as interposing

itself in neutrality between the two contending positions. In fact, it does

no such thing.
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretatiop from Spanish): I should now like to

point out to the Committee that the text proposed by the representative of

Tunisia, as was quite clearly stated by the Pexmanect Representative,,
Ambansador Driss, is not a formal draft resolution but is simply a document,

the pur~ose of which is to try to bring criteria together in order to arrive.
at one single document rather than the two we now have. Consequently, I do

not think it is in order to continue a debate on a draft that is not formal

and the exchange of views that has been held, even though positive, I suggest

r.ad be 'tette:r carried out in thE=! r.'t :rricL rs so thRi through the effcrt s of all

delegations we co','ld arrive at a common text, as has been snggeF=tcd.

~r. DRID~~(~u~isia) (interpretation from French): I only want to

give my support to the interpretation you, Mr. Chairman, have just given.

I have a~rerdy explained that tte proposal we made is a totally informal

pro~sal to serve only as a starting point in order to arrive at a consensus.

We believed in our proposal and we continue to believe in it and I deeply

regret the remarks rrade by the representative of Barbcidos. I believe he

is crediting my delegation 'Ilith intentions which it does not have. I am

truly sorry. If.hat is ~ore, the Tunisian delegation can, quite simply,

withdraw its proposal. It is not the Tunisian delegation that will lose

1,y that. Du)' intention J.s qUite:ll~Ar. We explaJned it thornnghly and we are

simply at the service of the United Nations.

Mr. ALARCON (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): I want to

comnent on what has been said by our colleague and iriend the Ambassador from

Barbados. I did not say that the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l

'was clear. I would rether Ray the contrary. The draft resoJt~ti:n in document

~\/C.l/L.677 on ~;he other hF.nd (le-es seem a clear dre.ft; but on the draft resolution

in document A/C.l/L.676 I precisely said that it could not seriously be put

to a vote if its sponsors did not give us an explanation of what they

understand by the United Nations Command and what link it has 'I1ith the United

States. Also, we would like to have explained to us how, more th'::l 20 years

after, in. thiR ~ome Conference R"'cm 1: of th ic same build ing of the Genera 1

Asse:nbly, 'I~e appro·ted 't'es("lutiLr:s r:c::cer::Jr.g trl.l.ps j:l Drt:.th Kl.rea withCJut
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ever having thought of t:te security Council, we nOv1 find delegations which

feel that we cannot speak of troops here.

, ,P1e CHAIBMAN (interpretation from Spanish): With the statement we

have just heard, we have concluded the general debate on agenda item 104,

"The question of Korea lt • I would like to announce now that the delegation of

Dahomey has joined the sponsors of the draft resolution contained in

docun:ent A/C.l/L. 677.

The reeeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
~,----- .




